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White
Good evening. Could you be a victim of "learnt helplessness"?  In a moment we'll be finding out what it is, and why any one of us may have succumbed to it.
 
But first, the postal  strike. As we record this programme, three days of planned strike action later this week are still scheduled to go ahead and even if a settlement is reached, the backlog caused by last week's industrial action will still have to be cleared. Many visually-impaired people rely heavily on the post for services which 
others can get more easily by other means; for example, books and benefits.  So what strategies are the organisations which provide such services using to get round the problems posed by a prolonged strike? Mani Djazmi has been investigating for us, Mani.

Djazmi 
Yes I've been talking to the organisations which provide postal services and for the most part, there hasn't been much of an impact so far - for example the Ministry of Justice says that the Braille school textbooks which inmates at jails like Fullsutton prison produce are still being received on time.

For people who are worried about receiving their benefits cheques - the Department for Work and Pensions has told me that it sent out cheques earlier than usual to beat last week's strikes and during any further action it will courier cheques to post offices where people can pick them up themselves or nominate a person to go on their behalf, though they must provide signed consent.

The Talking Newspaper Association which sends out magazines on tape says that none of its dispatches was affected by the two-day strikes last week but that items which were sent out during the sporadic strikes last month in places like London and the Midlands have been delayed, so, for instance, some people are still waiting to receive Christmas cards which they bought from the organisation.

Many people receive talking news cassettes every week - which are collections of stories from local press recorded by volunteers. I understand that most blind associations which produce these recordings haven't been affected, though the Preston Association, which sends out 3,000 tapes a week, suspended last week's edition because they were worried that the tapes would be lost in the backlog and they need them back to record on.

In terms of the big charities, the Guide Dogs for the Blind Association says it's worried about receiving enough donations in what is traditionally the busiest time of the year for fund-raising.  They send out donation forms and usually receive most of their donations by post as well.  However, GDBA has stressed that there are reserves in place to make up for any shortfalls.
 
The RNIB has had the most feedback in terms of its customers. John Dickinson-Lilley is the charity's Parliamentary Officer, and he says they're receiving around 30 calls a day from people who use the National Library for the Blind who are concerned about their books in the post.

Dickinson-Lilley
We send out something like eight and a half thousand books received and dispatched everyday, so as you can imagine the impact is going to be significant across the breadth of that service during the days of the strike.  I mean obviously people are phoning us to talk about the fact they've not yet received their books.  At the moment and the way that Talking Books work we get free postage via a service called Articles for the Blind, which is run by the Royal Mail and it's essential for sending important information out to blind and partially sighted people who are some of the most isolated in society.  The difficulty we have obviously is that when the service isn't available we can't use couriers, RNIB's a national charity but despite that we just don't have the resources required to send out eight and a half thousand books a day.  So at the moment what we're trying to encourage people to do is to send back a book as soon as they've completed it and we'll try and get one dispatched as soon as possible to replace the one they've just sent back, rather than sending them back in bulk.

Djazmi
A lot of people buy items from your resource centre and many of those won't live near a resource centre and so they won't be able to walk in and buy them over the counter, so for the really urgent items like canes, which people will need to go out and continue with their lives, what can you do for those people to make sure that they receive those products?

Dickinson-Lilley
For something like a cane, if someone needs to replace a cane kind of urgently, they can always use a courier service which we're offering, so they can still get something if they need it urgently.

Djazmi
But the courier service will incur an extra cost to them won't it?

Dickinson-Lilley
Yes it is going to incur an extra cost unfortunately but I guess it depends on the circumstances but if somebody needs something urgently then that extra investment will be worth it, just to ensure that they have their mobility.

White
John Dickinson-Lilley.

Mani, some people have been rather blasé about this strike, suggesting that these days all kinds of services can be accessed by alternatives to the post: e-mails for instance; money paid into your bank via systems like BACS, why should visually-impaired people be particularly vulnerable? 

Djazmi
Well I suppose many of us are less reliant on the post than we were perhaps a decade ago, as you say there's internet banking and telephone banking.  But as we heard from John Dickinson-Lilley there are people who want to receive their books in the post and the strikes have also affected businessmen.  I spoke to one blind businessman who transcribes documents and textbooks into Braille and he says that he's having to pay couriers to make sure that his deliveries are received on time, which will add overheads to his costs which he will bear because he doesn't want his customers to pay more than they ought to.

White
Mani Djazmi thanks very much.

Now Rob Crossan's  column a couple of weeks ago, about so-called "blinding up" has caused a good deal of debate. Rob's piece basically took the form of a confession: that he actually sometimes pretends to be blinder than he really is, because it almost seems to be expected of him when, for instance, he presents a disabled person's rail card, or needs some kind of help. Rob argued that it was often the only way to get people to understand the vagaries of his sight loss. 

Well, a number of responses have been coming in, amongst them from regular listener Dr. Rowena Forbes, who, like Rob, has got some useful vision and Rowena joins us from Edinburgh.  Explain what your reaction was Rowena.

Forbes
Well I guess I was just a bit dismayed by Rob's piece because as someone that's losing their sight over a period of time and struggling to come to terms with it and getting used to the concept of telling people about it I've managed to get myself to a position where I'm getting pretty confident about the sight loss, about what I can and can't manage and about asking for help.  And you know just listening to Rob's piece, which you know it was amusing and sort of ...

White
Yeah we should make the point it was tongue in cheek but ... he was making a serious point, yeah.

Forbes
It was making a serious point and one that, yeah, dismayed me a little bit and made me think how do we tackle this issue of being able to tell people about our disability - the level of it - and what is the right sort of help that somebody can give us.

White
So I guess, in a nutshell, you're saying, really, honesty at all times is important?

Forbes
Wherever possible, I mean obviously sometimes we don't really get a choice, somebody rushes up to you with the best intentions in the world, seeing that you're not managing and grabs your arm and directs you in a direction you maybe don't want to go in, with very little time for explanation, and sometimes there's nothing you can do, you've just got to go with them and if it's the wrong thing to do turn around and come back in due course.  But where you feel comfortable and where you feel confident I'm a firm believer in taking the initiative and explaining what's the right kind of help that people can give you.

White
Okay Rob Crossen is with us.  There you are you have a duty to be honest for everyone's benefit Rob, how do you plead?

Crossen
I don't particularly want to be an ambassador for all blind and partially sighted people, I think Rowena illustrated my point perfectly - when you do feel confident and comfortable then yeah I think it is okay but often that confidence and comfort doesn't come from yourself, it comes from how the other person is treating you.  And if they're kind of forcing you or manhandling you or presuming an element to your disability which you don't have then it can be quite difficult to put them right and sometimes - and I hate to sort of say this - you can't be bothered to get into a lengthy debate to say no actually I don't need this but I do need that.

White
So you do this when you are uncomfortable - is that right?

Crossen
Alright I'll be a little bit more honest - occasionally I've done it when I'm just being lazy or hung over but most of the time it is when I'm in a position where I'm harried or I'm feeling stressed and I'm in a position where I really don't think a. this person deserves sometimes to feel - to get the honesty out of me because they're being so presumptuous and rude.

White
Okay, we'll come back to some of those points.

Now Rob you may or may not find it reassuring to know that there could be a name for this kind of thing - it's actually a recognised psychological condition which we heard about from Paul Sullivan, who's in Bristol, and he joins us now.  Paul's not a psychologist but he has come across this phenomenon in his role as a part-time disability equality trainer.  So Paul, tell us, what is learned helplessness?

Sullivan
Well learned helplessness is what happens when we blind up basically and I want to make the point also that it's not only blind people that do this, partially sighted or totally blind people.  I do it, as a totally blind person, and I think actually everybody does it - even non-disabled people - we may come back to that.  But what it is is we actually learn to be - or to act - as if we were more disabled than we are in order to meet the expectations of other people and to get the help we require.  It's not deviousness, it's often done out of fear, fear of not getting the help we need or out of kindness - the wish to not give offence, not to seem ungrateful - and often out of laziness as well, and that's fine, you know we all do it, there's lots of good reasons for it.

White
So you do find yourself doing this yourself, even though you know so much about it you still do it?

Sullivan
Absolutely, I'm not sitting here as an expert, I come at this as a trainer and my concern is that we give people the tools to be as confident and take as much control of their own lives as possible.  But you know this thing - learned helplessness - it is a habit that you get into.

White
Examples - examples.

Sullivan
Well recently I was standing at my bus stop, which is a bus shelter with a bin about 10 yards away, and the bus stops by the bin.  So every morning I stand by this bin waiting for the bus.  One day recently somebody came up to me and said:  "What bus are you waiting for?"  Obviously offering me some help and I told him the number of the bus.  And he said, "Okay, come this way."  And he started leading me back towards the bus stop and you know I started going with him.  And I suddenly thought to myself why am I doing this, I know full well this is where the bus stops and if I wait here it will come along and I will get on it perfectly normally, like I do every morning.  And so I was able to retrieve this situation and say:  "Well thanks very much but actually I am in the right place."

White
So you in fact have done what you did after falling into your own trap in a way - you did what Rowena is suggesting - you did assert yourself.

Sullivan
Absolutely, I think assertive behaviour is the solution to this.  I think it's easy to react crossly or sarcastically or in a different way - a whole range of reactions but they often leave you feeling upset and cross and they don't do much for the confidence of the person trying to help you or the image of blind people generally.

White
Let me just bring Rowena back quickly.  Are you then being a bit hard on yourself and maybe on the rest of us if this is such an obvious way perhaps to deal with the situation?

Forbes
No I don't think so, I mean I think there's plenty of ways to try and handle these sorts of situations without being harsh or come across as sarcastic and humour is always a good tool.  I mean I must say I've got myself into a lot more pickles by pretending to be more sighted than I am, than pretending to be more blind than I am, I've got myself into all kinds of embarrassing situations.  I work at a university so there's always lots of students littering about the floor and so on, they regularly get trampled underfoot by me, I'm sick of being foolish in these situations - I need help, I ask for help and hopefully I can direct the help appropriately.

White
I just want to draw to people's attention another e-mail we got which is really making the point that Rob was making that sometimes people do this not to get over their embarrassment but almost to get their own back, as it were.  This came from Jane Delar.

Delar
I had to laugh at your last programme about blinding it up as my husband just does that in certain situations too.  He is registered blind but does have a bit of useful sight in one eye.  But he has been known to become just a spirit if the occasion arises and I have to take his arm or he'll thrash his stick around wildly to find out - if anyone is there?  Also we do tend to act as a team if someone is talking and looking at me when he has been asking the question.  In that case I wander off, disinterested, he blinds it up and the poor person has to talk and deal with him.  I had assumed it was just his way of dealing with things as he has not always been blind but obviously not.

White
So Paul Sullivan, Jane Delar's husband there, to some extent, using it as a weapon, if you like, as opposed to learned helplessness.

Sullivan
Well it's a tactic and it's about negotiation, where power and control are being exchanged.  And I think it's something that everybody does to some extent.  And I do want to make the point that it's not just disabled people, I've seen the most amazing women become dizzy blondes in the presence of some male partner, to whom they've obviously fallen into the role of acting as incompetent car driver or incompetent navigator or something like that.  It goes on in families, it goes on in schools, it goes on in workplaces.

White
Well you made the point that people do it when they're confronted say with a professional, they suddenly allow them to take over and almost pretend that they couldn't possibly know anything about money or building or anything else.

Sullivan
Or they do it because they feel that they won't get the support they need and that they're entitled to.  I think the application form for the DLA is one of the most degrading and dispiriting processes we have to go through and you are almost encouraged to do it in writing.  And I'm not saying it's about lying, I'm saying it's simply about playing to people's expectations rather than emphasising your strengths if you like.

White
So Rob Crossen, would you accept that you are sometimes allowing yourself to fall into learned helplessness?

Crossen
Not really, no, it sounds like with Paul's situation with the bus, I mean I don't think you were temporarily drugged, I think you knew exactly what you were doing, you just maybe - were just trying to be nice or you couldn't bothered to say otherwise.  And so I think that you're always - you know exactly what you're doing, every human being manipulates their behaviour, sometimes it's for innocent purposes, sometimes it's for malicious ones.

White
One final point that I'd like to put to Rowena because Rob raised this point - I don't want always to have to be an ambassador, I don't always want - I think you were implying Rob - to have to think about what other people think of me, isn't that a fair point to some extent?

Forbes
Well maybe I'm just a bit evangelistical about all of this but I guess my point of view is there isn't really any room for flexibility unfortunately as a disabled person, you get approached as a blind person whether you've got useful sight or not, if you look blind or are acting blind you get treated in a certain way.  I think wherever you've got the opportunity to put that right by explaining exactly the kind of help you need and when you need it and what's the most appropriate kind of help that can only just help the next person that comes along, that's my view, I mean maybe a bit hard line on it but ...

White
Okay, we're not going to solve this but we have kicked it around a good deal.  Dr Rowena Forbes, Paul Sullivan and Rob Crossen thanks very much indeed.  It's one of those subjects on which we all have a view, we've given ours, we'd very much like to hear yours, in a moment we'll give you details of how you can do that.  

But we've just time to update you on a story we featured a few months ago involving The London Borough of Kensington and Chelsea Council's proposal for removing the kerbs from an area in Exhibition Road, that's the area where both the Natural History and Science Museum are in London, and turning it into a shared area.
 
Well Tom Pey is director of external affairs for the Guide Dogs for the Blind Association and he joins us on the phone.

Tom, GDBA have been campaigning against these plans, just briefly remind us why.

Pey
Well as you know we had negotiations with the Royal Borough of Kensington who came up with the scheme to put tactile paving into a flat surface area.  It is quite a complicated and unique road layout.  We advised them over a number of years that we had serious concerns about the design and that actually it was discriminatory, not just against blind and partially sighted people but against all disabled people and even young people as well.  So they refused to listen to our pleas and we took legal advice and we are advised by counsel that the decision to proceed with Exhibition Road, as it's currently conceived, is illegal.  We've asked the courts to consider an application for judicial review, we have served the papers on the Royal Borough of Kensington, who have 21 days to respond from last Friday, and then the case will go before a judge, who will consider whether there is a case to be made.  We are reasonably confident that this is a case in the public interest and that there is a substantial legal case for the Royal Borough to answer and we are confident that a judge will permit us a full judicial review.

White
And how have Kensington and Chelsea responded to what you've done?

Pey
They've denied absolutely that they are in breach of any law and they will defend rigorously any judicial review proceedings.  But we think the time has come for this to be sorted out.

White
We shall follow it with interest.  Tom Pey thanks for joining us on the programme.

That's it for this week. You can contact us with your views on our Blinding Up discussion or anything else you've heard on the programme or which moves you.  The action line number is 0800 0440 44 or you can e-mail us at bbc.co.uk/radio4/intouch. And there'll be a podcast from tomorrow, I'm sorry last week's was late.  And that's it from me Peter White, hopefully finishing on time, producer Cheryl Gabriel and the team, goodbye. 


